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MAKER: Simple Making Activities to Expose Middle School Girls to STEM Careers

Abstract

This paper describes a set of making activities that was utilized in Girl Makers, a week-long program that was part of a university outreach summer camp organized to inspire underrepresented middle school minority girls to choose STEM careers. With the goal to expose the students to making and makerspaces, Girls Inc. middle school students participating in Girl Makers were engaged in Arduino coding, robotics, concrete paperweight making, 3D design and printing, and CNC laser cutting and engraving activities. Each of these stand-alone activities could be completed within two and half hours including a break and, with the exception of coding, provided the students with a physical artifact to take home.

The majority of Girl Makers activities were held in a new open-access academic makerspace that normally supports the university’s common first-year engineering program and senior capstone design projects. The makerspace has grown to support more informal learning programs that include STEM outreach, workshops, and entrepreneurial activities for the university community. All Girl Makers activities were organized by volunteer engineering faculty and students. Depending upon the nature of the activities, each Girl Makers workshop either made use of available fabrication equipment, reusable materials borrowed from the freshman engineering class or, low-cost readily available materials to make artifacts that the girls could take home. Discussions of science and technology concepts were incorporated formally through presentations and informally through one-to-one and small group discussions with the students. The groups of students were kept purposefully small with 8-10 girls for each session and multiple instructors and student assistants were available to provide valuable instructor-student interactions. A feedback questionnaire completed at the end of the program indicated promising student engagement and interest in the making activities.
Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to describe simple making activities that were used as part of Girl Makers, a coordinated pilot program that focuses on introducing making, makers, and a makerspace to middle school students to engage them in STEM careers. Depending upon the nature of the activities, each Girl Makers workshop either made use of available fabrication equipment normally found in an academic makerspace, reusable materials borrowed from freshman engineering classes or, low-cost readily available materials to create artifacts that the girls could take home. It is our hope that other university programs and makerspaces with limited resources that desire to engage middle school students would be able to duplicate these or similar making activities. Girl Makers itself is part of a larger Drexel STEM University summer camp for girls that provides an opportunity for volunteer Drexel University College of Engineering faculty, post-doctoral fellows, and students to interact with middle school girls from underrepresent minority groups in positive and impactful ways. It is important to emphasize that all Drexel STEM University instructors and assistants are volunteers and the instruction development and materials are donated by the instructors. The inaugural Drexel STEM University does not have similar capabilities of funded programs such Art2STEM [1] but, as discussed below, is sufficient in meeting its specific goals of exposure and engagement.

In creating Girl Makers, the intention is to expose and interest young underrepresented minority girls to STEM through making activities and give participants an opportunity to interact with and learn from STEM experts. Although training in STEM fields is important, exposure to STEM activities is the crucial first step. An article on the Huffington Post, written by Dr. Marcus Bright- Administrator at City University of New York says that, “An increased level of early exposure will help to make the requisite math courses needed for many STEM careers more relevant to students. Critical math courses are often criticized by student as being too absorbed and not relevant to the real world”[2]. In another article from The Committee For Economic Development, Sidharth Oberoi says that, “one of the most important factors that limits the United States’ ability to stay ahead of the STEM curve is the lack of introduction to these educational areas at an early age”[3]. Both these articles suggest that early exposure to STEM activities is essential to future STEM growth. Furthermore, recent surveys conducted by one of the authors, who is currently Director of STEM Initiatives, Windsor School, Nassau, Bahamas show that 60% of the middle school girls from his sample did not know what the acronym “STEM” stood for and those who did, had no interest in pursuing a STEM profession. This statistic indicates a lack of STEM exposure and emphasizes its significance as a priority in STEM programs.

The sections to follow (1) briefly describe the Drexel STEM University, (2) provide motivation for making and introduce the Innovation Studio, an academic makerspace within the College of Engineering, (3) discuss the various Girl Makers making activities, and (4) review the feedback questionnaire results from the participants and discuss future plans.

Drexel STEM University
Faculty and students from Drexel University partnered with Girls Inc. of Philadelphia to offer an inaugural unique experiential learning opportunity for middle school girls during the summer. During July 2017, the College of Engineering hosted 24 girls at the Innovation Studio and in labs and classrooms across Drexel’s campus for a week-long girls only STEM summer program.

The girls were between the ages 12-14, rising 6th graders to rising 9th graders from different parts of Philadelphia. 90% of the girls were minorities and from underrepresented groups- Latina, black, or mixed. Girls Inc. recruited the girls and they were charged at most $50 (on a sliding scale) for the week-long full day summer program at Drexel. Each day, they learned about different STEM subjects through workshops organized and taught by 46 volunteer faculty, postdoctoral fellows, and students from across the College of Engineering. The program is intended to motivate and interest young girls from the City of Philadelphia who have not had the opportunity to interact with and learn from STEM experts on Drexel’s campus. Our goal is to address the gap that begins to emerge in the middle school years among girls from underrepresented communities by creating a girls-only summer STEM program that captures their interest and provides a supportive and fun environment to learn about STEM subjects. A girls-only group is in itself a specific structure for female participants as it has been shown that girls/women feel intimidated in a majority male environment, therefore an all-female group provides a certain level of comfort, which in turn provides a conducive learning environment [4].

Drexel STEM University volunteers were given 2.5 hour periods to conduct STEM activities with the students, choosing a morning session from 9:30am-12:00pm or an afternoon session from 1:30pm-4:00pm or both. The students were divided into 3 groups consisting of 8-10 girls and each group had an adult chaperone from Girls Inc., who assisted with restroom and snack breaks during the workshops. Each group attended different activity workshops in the morning and afternoon.

**Making and the Innovation Studio**

Teachers have found making to be a great way to get students excited and engaged in their classrooms and have incorporated making in math and science classes [5]. Making allows students to follow their own interests and create within a STEM education framework. MakerSpaces connect the digital world to the physical world and can be a combination of computer lab, science lab, woodshop, metal shop, and art room that facilitate project-based learning [6].

The Innovation Studio is an accessible, 10,000 ft² open-area academic makerspace open to all students, staff, and faculty in the College of Engineering. Figure 1 depicts a layout conducive for a diversity of classroom activities and sizes. The lab tables are on casters and the layout is flexible and re-configurable. The Innovation Studio is an academic makerspace in which classes are run alongside a makerspace where users are engaged in making activities [7]. This
arrangement naturally blends formal and informal learning events, and encourages cross-pollination of projects spanning a variety of skill levels (for undergraduate and graduate students), and a variety of engineering disciplines. The girls participating in Girl Makers made use of the Innovation Studio for their making activities. However, all of the Drexel STEM University students began and ended the day as well as had lunches at the Studio. This exposed every participant to the makerspace regardless of the STEM activities in which they were engaged.

The Innovation Studio houses equipment used in support of freshman engineering courses and general making activities. Some equipment is found within the "classroom" and "makerspace" areas labeled as shown in Figure 1. Letters a-d shown in Figure 1 depict locations for equipment ranging from 3D printers and electrical and mechanical testing equipment. The 3D printers used in the Studio are fully enclosed with HEPA filtration to reduce the amount of volatile organic compounds emitted into the space. Letters e-g depict locations dedicated to CNC mills, various cutting tools, and hand tool stations. The Studio layout also indicates the locations of the wetlab, welding area, light machinery, heavy machinery, and laser cutters. The Innovation Studio has four full-time machinists on staff, a lab manager, and several undergraduate employees.

![Figure 1. Innovation Studio layout.](image)

Since its inception, the Innovation Studio has supported numerous activities including senior design/capstone projects, student recruitment, workshops, trainings, seminars and outreach events. The mission of the Innovation Studio is to provide a student-centric, project-focused collaborative shared space and equipment to the greater Drexel community in support of innovative educational, research, and entrepreneurial activities. The Innovation Studio is located on Drexel’s campus in an urban environment, thus having the potential to support educational, research, and entrepreneurial activities to create an engaged and networked community of practice. Academic makerspaces such as this have been shown to improve student motivation, confidence, and retention [8].

The design-and-build nature of makerspaces complements design-focused engineering program goals, promotes an active learning culture, and empowers students to experiment with new tools and approaches. With makerspaces becoming more prevalent in primary and secondary
education, the Innovation Studio setting will soon become a familiar learning environment to incoming students, helping to ease the transition into an engineering program.

**Girl Makers Activities**

In the following sections, the five activities prepared for the Girl Makers’ week-long workshops are described. As mentioned previously, each activity workshop was 2.5 hours long, including a break.

1. **3D Designing and Printing a Key Ring**

   In this activity, the Girl Makers are introduced to basic computer-aided design (CAD) and 3D printing. In addition to CAD and 3D printing concepts, students were introduced to TinkerCAD, a completely online CAD modeling tool which is free to use and offers a simple interface and step-by-step tutorials and exercises for those new to CAD [9]. The girls who participated in this project were first introduced to the concept of CAD and 3D printing through a short presentation with several relevant videos. Working individually, they were each provided a computer with Internet access and were guided through an introductory instructor-led exercise that followed an online step-by-step tutorial to familiarize them with the graphical user interface (GUI) for TinkerCAD and basic geometric primitives along with some associated 3D object manipulations (extrude, fillet, bevel, adjust dimensions).

   After an overview of the basics, the students were then tasked with going through an online TinkerCAD tutorial “Key Ring, Letters” (see Figure 3) on their own to create a custom key ring with their name in raised lettering on it. Two of the students had prior CAD experience and finished quickly, and used their remaining time to aid other students. Once they completed their designs, STL files were created and sent to a 3D printer. At the conclusion of the activity there was time for lively conversations between the volunteer instructors and the students and several of the girls had expressed interest in engineering careers.
This activity was designed to be accessible to middle school-aged students with no CAD experience. Additionally, 3D printing was chosen because it is an exciting technology for all ages, and produces a tangible object – which serves as a token to recall their experience as well as evidence of the simplicity of going from concept to prototype with the use of 3D printing.

2. **Learning Robotics Through Making a Doodlebot**

‘Making the Doodlebot’ introduced the Girl Makers to robotics. As shown in Figure 4 (left), the Doodlebot consisted of a Solo cup as the robot body, four markers as the robot legs, a DC motor to provide the mechanical source for locomotion, and a battery for electrical power. Electrical tape provided the means to attach the parts of the robot together as well as to connect the battery wires to the DC motor wires. A wine bottle cork attached to the motor “amplified” the vibrations and depending on how the students attached the cork to the motor, the vibrations could propel the robot forward in a straight-line motion or move about in circular motion “doodling” patterns on a long roll of paper taped to the floor (Figure 4, right). Except for the DC motors and battery holders, which were purchased online from Amazon, all other materials were readily available. The online website Instructables provided a similar Doodlebot construction activity [10]. However, the Girl Makers Doodlebot workshop used electrical tape in lieu of a hot glue gun and purchased motors and battery holders with pre-existing attached wires, which obviated the need for using a side cutter and wire stripper. These substitutions precluded the chance for burns, cuts, and other minor injuries to the young makers. Prior to making the robot, the faculty asked the students to consider how a robot moves about, where the source of power comes from, and then discussed various energy conversions (i.e., electrical to mechanical energy, rotational energy to kinetic energy: moving robot forward) and the importance of closing the loop of an electric circuit. To illustrate the steps to build the robot, a brief presentation was given identifying the
materials for the activity, showing the purpose of each components, and explaining how to attach the individual robot parts.

Figure 4. Doodlebot robot (left) and Girl Makers letting their robots doodle.

To help each girl feel ownership over her Doodlebot robot, the girls were also provided with additional materials and accessories that included stickers of googly eyes, red lips, and numbers to personalize the robots. A number of students towards the end of the session had named their robots and engaged the volunteers about careers in engineering and robotics.

3. Coding with Arduino and Creating Art on A LED Panel

The coding exercises introduce the Girl Makers to Arduino C programming while allowing them to express their creativity by creating their own graphical designs on 32x32 pixel RGB LED panels. The exercise is ideally intended for two or three students to a panel, to encourage discussion and collaboration while allowing all students to have a chance to write code. Students are first presented with an initial set of tutorial exercises. These exercises were originally created by the Department of Engineering Technology to host a small group of 10-15 Philadelphia high school students visiting the department for a day of coding and covered launching the Arduino IDE, writing a few commands to initialize the panel (this code is provided for them to copy), and learning to draw a few basic shapes on the screen (using intuitive commands like drawPixel(), drawCircle(), and drawLine()). The teaching instructions were not adapted for the middle school students due to time constraints. However, unlike the high school students who engaged in a challenge to create pre-determined art displays (i.e., American flag, curved rainbow, and gradient from blue to green across the screen) after learning the basic drawing commands, the middle school students were allowed to freely design LED artworks to express their creativity.

In the process of creating the various displays, students are also introduced to the concept of RGB colors – specifically, how combining various intensities of red, green, and blue light can produce the wide range of colors that we have come to expect from our electronic devices. This same 24-bit RRGGBB color scheme, or something similar, is used throughout the embedded
industry. By learning which values produce which colors (for instance, deep orange might be \( r=255, g=64, b=0 \)), the students learned the modern technical language of emissive color. Colors on the RGB LED panel are specified in the same color space as websites, smartphone screen graphics, video games, and much more.

The Girl Makers participants expressed interest in the opportunity to design and create their own artwork such as the “Minion” art shown in Figure 6 (right).

![Figure 6. Some of the Girl Marker artists at work (left) creating the “Minion” on the RGB panel (right).](image)

4. **Making Concrete Paperweights**

In this project, the Girl Makers were introduced to the fundamentals of one of the most ubiquitous materials in the built environment: concrete. The girls who participated in this activity were introduced to the use of concrete as a building material through a brief presentation and asked to identify places where they may find concrete on a daily basis. The goal was to alert them to the many applications of this basic construction material.

The exercise then progressed to a discussion of each component that makes up the composite material they all know as concrete. Students were introduced to sand, aggregate, cement and water, and the science and chemistry behind how these materials are combined in the correct proportions make concrete. Safety when handling the raw ingredients of concrete was also discussed to ensure the girls understood the importance of wearing the appropriate safety gear when mixing concrete.

After an overview of the basic concrete materials, the girls were each given a container to mix their own concrete and a sample mix design that indicated the correct amounts of each ingredient that should be added to the mix. The activity used the analogy of baking a cake to illustrate the way that the ingredients would be mixed to ensure a strong concrete. Once the concrete was mixed, the girls were able to choose a coloring agent to add to the concrete to change the color from grey to either red or blue.
The next step was select their molds to make their paperweights. These molds were in the shape of hearts, flowers and butterflies. During this time, the volunteer faculty discussed with the girls how concrete is placed with formwork to create concrete structures and how it is important to place a releasing agent on the forms to ensure the concrete does not stick to the form. In this activity, the girls sprayed the molds with WD-40. Once the molds were prepared the girls placed the concrete into them, placed them in a plastic bag and were instructed to let the paperweights cure overnight before removing them from the molds.

Figure 7. Girl Makers mixing concrete and making paperweights.

This activity was designed to be accessible to middle school-aged students and to teach them about the chemistry and fundamental ingredients of a common building material they come in contact with every day. The mixing of the concrete and making the paperweights allows them the hands-on experience of “building” with concrete on a small scale.

5. Using CAD and CNC Laser Cutter to Design & Fabricate a Dragon Keychain

Today, K-12 schoolchildren learn how to use PowerPoint and Excel in their computer classes, and they still learn to draw and sculpt in art classes. But how much better would it be if they could choose a third option: a design and make class? When students are actively engaged in physical “making” projects, they are better able to discover their talents and develop the mental resources they need to think critically. But maintaining engagement can be a challenge, especially in middle school when both data and teacher experience point to a decline in student motivation [11,12]. Engagement is a well-known predictor of academic achievement. Students who stay engaged are better prepared for college and have greater confidence to pursue challenging majors like those in STEM fields [13].
The solution is to practice active learning. Active-learning practices — those that compel student participation — show a strong impact on performance for students of all backgrounds and achievement levels [14].

Through collaborative, hands-on projects, students could actively explore, respond to and engage with real-world challenges. When the challenge called for a physical solution, laser cutting and machining empowered students to navigate the entire design cycle from idea to finished product. One of the main goals of the design and fabrication of a keychain activity is to teach students how engineers solve problems and manage projects. This making activity, which had the students use computer-aided design (CAD) and a computer numerical control (CNC) laser cutter, engaged students to create the design, analyze and build the concept to be simulated. Laser cutting and making activities helped students apply design thinking to build excitement and momentum behind any classroom project [15,16]. Through inquiry and iteration, students learn as much by what goes wrong as what goes right, building their capacity for critical thinking and analysis, improving their judgment, and increasing their perseverance through applied learning.

Figure 8 below shows, from left to right, the progress of the design and fabrication activity as follows. A volunteer walks the student participants through an AutoCAD exercise (8a). Another volunteer demonstrates a CNC laser cutting process (8b) and finally a volunteer helps students color their designs while informally discussing their experience in the activity (8c). A sample finished keychain which the student participants were able to take away as souvenirs of their efforts is shown in Figure 8d.

Figure 8. (a) Drexel Dragon AutoCAD design explained by TA (Engineering Technology student, Ben Cohen), (b) Laser Cutting Process explained by Graduate TA (Prashant Yadav), (c) Students coloring Dragon keychain designs (left and middle), (d) Finished keychain

Feedback Survey

At the end of the Drexel STEM University for girls summer program, a feedback questionnaire was provided to the participating students to rate all the activities, using the score of “1” for least
liked and “5” for most liked, and provide feedback to the organizers and volunteer instructors. The following Table 1 provides the summary of all activities and their associated rating scores. The table also provides the students’ responses to whether the week’s program increased their interests in STEM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Activity Score</th>
<th>Increase STEM interest?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tissue Engineering</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tragedy of Commons</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>Neither</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designing with the Sun</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>Neither</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasta Bridge</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game Theory</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making: Coding with Arduino</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making: 3D Design &amp; Printing</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making: Concrete Paperweights</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making: Doodlebots</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making: CAD &amp; CNC Laser Cutting</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-healing infrastructure</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water filtration</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Ice Experiment</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>Neither</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Behavior</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>Neither</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Feedback Survey Results for All STEM Activities

Noting that not all 24 girls had participated in every activity, of the activities rated, the Doodlebot making activity received a score of 4.83 out of 5, ranking as second best activity. The highest rated activity was a science experiment using dry ice. For the other Girl Makers activities—3D printing, concrete paperweights, Arduino coding, and CNC laser cutting, the scores were 4.42, 4.40, 4.13, and 3.60, respectively and the respective rankings for these activities were 4, 5, 7, and 11 out of 17 total activities. The average score for all rated activities was 3.88.

The participants were asked on a scale of “Strongly Disagree”, “Disagree”, “Neither”, “Agree”, and “Strongly Agree” if participation in the Drexel STEM University for girls had increased their interest in STEM. All the Girl Makers activities received either “Strongly Agree” or “Agree”.

The participants were asked to rate their overall experience with the Drexel STEM University for girls on a scale of “Poor”, “Good”, “Very Good”, and “Excellent.” All participants responded “Good” to “Excellent.”

The questionnaire asked if the students had any prior experience similar to the activities offered in the STEM University. Among the Girl Makers responses, 8 had prior experience with programming and 5 had for 3D printing and building a robot. No students had any prior experience with concrete paperweights or CNC laser cutting.

The questionnaire had also asked the participants to comment on what were their favorite activities, least favorite activities, and what improvements they would like to see in future workshops. These responses were collected for all workshops offered, which include the 5 Girl Makers activities. Favorites ranged from listing specific activities such as 3D printing and dry ice to making friends, “learning to do new things,” and “everything.” Least favorites included “nothing” to sitting in silence to waking up early. On suggestions for improvement, two comments were “it was just right” while some wanted more building activities, more fun experiments, and more time to talk to professors.

The feedback questionnaire did provide a wealth of information for this first time offering of the Drexel STEM University for girls. Beyond exposing the girl participants to STEM, the average activity score of 3.88 out of 5 indicated that participants enjoyed the STEM activities that they were engaged in. As exposure and engagement were the main goals for the inaugural Girl Makers and Drexel STEM University, we felt that the activities were successful in achieving these goals. We are incorporating the feedback for our second joint effort of Girl Makers this coming summer 2018. In the second iteration of the programs, the intention is to add individual making activity surveys and an overall Girl Makers survey. Specifically, this is to identify within each making activity, what improvements could be made and collect ideas for other making activities that the participants would like to experience. Additionally, while the girls enjoyed the fun and creativity of programming the LED panel using Arduino, they expressed disappointment that unlike the other making activities, they could not take something home. Therefore, the creators of Girl Makers are identifying another activity that could potentially provide similar experiences but with a take-home item. Our major limitation is cost as both Girl Makers and the overall Drexel STEM University for girls are minimally funded by the College of Engineering, and organized and run by volunteers who incorporated re-usable items or low-cost items which were individually purchased by the instructors. At present, the Drexel STEM University for girls and Girl Makers are actively seeking support to purchase activity materials, pay for activity developments such as formulating a theme, and incorporate assessment for learning outcomes. Support would permit us to begin formally incorporating pre- and post-tests to gauge learning outcomes and assess the learning effectiveness of the activities, potentially extending beyond our first goals of STEM exposure and engagement.
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